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.ARAP TEST RESULTS 

Mork A. Mathewson 
Scientific Services Division 

Western Region Headquarters 

I. Conception of ARAP 

The development of the AR AD ( AFnc; Radar 0 rocessor' svste'n heqon in 
June, l97q when a low-cost experiment was performer! with o N0\1 A l!? comouter 
system. The pumose of the exoeri'llent was to determine if it was nossihle to 
provide realtime rndar inforrnntion on .AFOS for unrler ~I n,nnn. At the enrl of thP. 
three month experiment, a test had heen performed at hoth Lns ''eoas nnrl :_os 
Angeles with qood results. The equipment used for tl,e test inclurlerl a 1\j()\1 A ll? 
computer with 161< W memory, two floppy disk drives, anrl a snecial rarlar 
interface board rleveloped durinq thot summer. The system would take 
observations at only one level ·everv few rninutes and would prorluce an echo 
intensity map. Refer to 1NRTM-148 for more details on this system. 

Since the summer experiment was successful, a rlecision w<Js rnade early in 
1980 to build a more versatile radar processor •. At this time, the RADAP sy<>tem 
development was progressing at NWSH. Since the RADAP system exceeded our 
requirements and was suffering budget constraints, we felt that a system could be 
developed for less money with only the bare essentials. Computer hardware was 
purchased for the task and was scheduled to arrive in June, 1980. During the four 
month wait, software block diagrams were developed using the current D/RADA>< 
and proposed RADAP systems as models. The cost of the Western Region radar 
processor was estimated to be about )15,000 per unit (the actual cost today is 
$23,500). Even though there was some duplication of effort, we continued our 
efforts since we felt the need for an inexpensive automated radar processor for 
use in both emergency (flash flood) and routine (pilot briefing) operations. 

II. Development of AR.AP 

The computer system consisting of a NOVA 4/r with 17'-<. W memorv, floppy 
drive, I?.. 5~~R Winchester disk arrived in June, I Q80. 8y t~1is time the 
specifications for the Western Reqion rarlar processor and the hasic software 
block design to meet the requirements were completer! anrl software rlevelopment 
began immediately. S0me initial tests involving ground-clutter rejection were 
performed at las \/eqas using a hiqh-speed analoq-to-digital converter to 
calculate siqnal variabilitv. It was soon decided that the suhtraction method of 
ground-clutter rejection was both hest and most efficient. It was also renlizerl 
that the NOVA 4/C computer did not have the slot capacity required for this 
project and a NOVA 4/X computer with 64K 1AI memory was purchaser!. 

The software development effort proceeded in four staqes: 

A. System Skeleton Design- completed Seotember, 1980. 
Development of the basic skeleton structure including system tables 
and outgoing communication routines. 



8. Keyboard Communication Routines- completed December, 1980. 
Development of the interactive keyboard command system. Currently 
the system has over 65 available commands ranging from system and 
product status to message comp()sition. 

C. Observation Subsystem Routines - completed February, 1981. 
Development of the routines to schedule the observation at a specified 
interval, take the observation, perform qround-clutter suppression, and 
grid the processed data. 

D. Product Subsystem Routines- completed April, 1981. . 
Development of the routines to create· the rneteoroloqical products 
from the XY q'rid data which involved writinq qraohics routines, alpha 
qrid formatters, and other specialized routines. The available pror:lucts 
at the end of April were: 

I. Echo Intensity Map 
?. 1-Hr. Precipitation Accumulation Man 
3. Lon'g-Term Precipitation .Accumulation Map 
4. Echo Tops Map 
5. Echo Vlls Map 
6. Echo Movements 
7. Areal Coverage vs. Time Plots 

III. ARAP Systems Test 

Version 1.00 of the ARAP software was ready for testing in April, 1981 .. 
Las Vegas I.AISO was chosen as the test site because of the frequency of spring 
thunderstorms and the willingness of the staff to participate. An instruction 
manual was prepared in draft form for the system test. The purpose of the test 
was to ensure that the ARAP software was stable and the interaction between the 
WSR-74C radar, ARAP, and the AFOS system were compatible. 

After a week of checking out the hardware, calibrating the antenna 
controller, connecting cables, and fine-tuninq the software, the system test beqan 
on April 29, 1981. Aft,er the system was operational for several days, several 
suggestions were made by the OIC at Las Vegas and the ARAP test coordinator on 
how to improve it. The various software modifications were made and Version 
1.0 I was installed May 12. The following updates were made: 

a. Improved ground-clutter rejection (multiple-pass initialization). 
b. New message composition commands (editinq functions). 
c. Archive skip function fonly archive certain versions of products). 
d. Automatic system loq archive (keeps permanent record of operations'. 
e. New display command (allows disolav of previous product versions). 
f. Top/VIL products available on the hour. 

The system test continued until May 27, 1981. During the test several 
significant precipitation events occurred which allowed the Las Veqas staff to use 
the various ARAP products in an "operational" sense.' The system test was very 
successful--only three hangs and three crashes occurred in the entire month. 



A report containing suggestions and comments regarding the ARAP test 
was submitted by Las Vegas to WRH. The suggestions were considered and work 
began on Version 1.02. 

IV. Preparation for the "Operational" Test 

Two months of software development and documentation occurred between 
the system test at Las Veqas (May 1981) and the plannerl "operational" test at 
Billinqs, Montana, in July 1981. Using the sugqestions from the l_as Veqos test 
report, the instruction manual was revised and printed as a Technical 
Memorandum (\A/RTM-1 f..7). 0 rograms were written to create ARAP soecializerl 
map backgrounds such as city/county, ranqe circles, FAA nir-routes, onrl ~~fJR 
grid boxes. The followinq improvements emerqecl from '1 ersion 1.0? in Auqust: 

n. lmproverl software stability. 
b. Reduced resolution Top!VIL maps (to lessen o system work!oarl). 
c. Addition of auto-alarrn threshold increase suhsystem (to aut0rnatically 

chonge the product alarm warninq thresholds to avoid reDeated 
warnings). 

d. F:liminated preformats for more reliable software. 
e. Addition of error code change commands (allowinq the operator to only 

log and/or alert certain system messages). 

V. "Operational" Test- Part I 

The second major test of the ARAP syste'!1 was the "operational" test. The 
objective of this test was to determine the operational usefulness of the ARAP 
system for both warning and routine situations. Riflings, Montana, '"'as chosen to 
be the test site since it has the most active convective activity in the region 
during August and September. Several stations in the Western and Central 
Regions were asked to participate in the test by examining and using i"he charts in 
an operational mode. They 'Nere asked to submit a comprehensive report on the 
reliability, timeliness, and usefullness of the various products. The participating 
stations were: 

Western Reqion 
a. 8illings 'VS() 
h. Helena \MSO 
c. Great F al Is 'NSFO 

Central Reqion 
a. NSSFC 
b. 
c. 

Bismarck WSFO 
Williston WSO 

The test began the end of July and was scheduled to enrl September I • 
Several serious crash problems surfaced quite soon after the system was 
installed. About every two to three hours the system would hanq and stop all 
processing. After two weeks of this recurring problem the ARAP system was 
temporarily removed for software reworkinq. !Juring this oeriod of time the 
AFOS Demonstration Test was in progress and the ARAP system was shut down. 
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VI. "Operational" Test Interim Period 

For a one month period (August 15 -September 15, 1981) between the 
removal and reinstallation of ARAP at Rillinqs, intensive software rlehuqginci and 
rewrites occurred. The stability was increased from one crash every three hours 
to one crash every week. In addition, the following software improvements were 
made: 

a. Automatic increase and decrease of alarm threshold settings for each 
of the five catgories. 

b. Chanqes in the command formats. 
c. Addition of time set and special observation commands. 

It 'Nas also necessary to reconfigure the ARAP Antenna Controller 
Sybsystem from a passive to an active controller. The passive method of using 
solid-state control transformers was not sufficiently sensitive to position the 
antenna elevation within 0.! degrees. The active method of using digital-to
analog converters to control the velocity of the antenna allowed the software to 
position the antenna more accurately. 

Oue to the number of software and hardware chanqes made in developinq 
Version 1.03, an update to the ARAP User's Guide was pr(nted. -

VII. "Operational" Test-- Part II 

The second part of the "operational" test at Rillings began on September 
28, 1981, and continued through October 23, 1981. 

A. System Reliability: 

Table I, "ARAP Observation Attempts Reliability", lists the number of 
observations that were attempted to be taken during the test. The table shows 
that the ARAP system was operational 81.3% of the test period. The only major 
problem was the failure of the Winchester disk drive. A blown fuse cm.)sed the 
drive to lose power. The system was down for three days since the ARAP test 
coordinator could not be reached by phone. Since it only took one hour to replace 
the fuse the numbers are juggled in the last column to reflect c1 one hour down 
period due to the disk drive failure. Under these circumstances the ARAP system 
would have been operating 97.5% of the test period. 

The other problems that caused ARAP outages were radar maintenance 
(2.0%), commercial power failure (0.4%), and an apparent software hang (0.06%). 

The ARAP system was used extensively as a meteorological tool during the 
test. Three of the test reports received indicated that the system was used for 
pilot briefings (23 at \Nil Iiston, ND). ~~o warning situations occurred during the 
test period but it was mentioned in the reports that the system would be useful for 
warning situtations. A I most all of the reports stated that the data was easy to 
read and timely. 
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OBSERVATI0N 
OBSERVATION ATTEMPTS ASSUMING 

ATTEMPTS ~,10 DIS!< F AIU.JRE* 

NUMBER % i'-JUMBER % ----

T ota I Observations Attempted 
Disk Drive Failure 

2828 81.3 3390 97.5 
567 16.3 5 

Radar Maintenance 70 2.0 70 
Apparent Software Hang 2 0 2 

*A blown fuse caused the disk drive to lose power. The staff at Billings was 
instructed not to attempt to fix it unti I the test coordinator could be reached. 
Three days later the fuse was reolaced and ARAP was working again. It took only 
one hour to replace the fuse. The figures have been adjusted to reflect this one 
hour outage. 

ARAP Observation Attempts Reliability 
Table I 

.I 
2.0 
0 

OBSERVATIONS 

01-:),SERVATI0NS 
ASSUMING NO RADAR 

TIME OUTS* 

~lUMilER NUMBER % 

Successful 
Radar Timeout 
Operator Interrupt 
Software Problems 

2699 
107 

15 
7 

95.4 
3.8 
.5 
.3 

2806 
0 

IS 
7 

99.2 
0 
.5 
.3 

*Radar Timeout occasionally occurs when the antenna is rotating in a 
counterclockwise direction. This is because the WSR-71+C hystersis latch prevents 
the exact azimuthal position from being transmitted to ARAP. This problem can 
be prevented without affecting the radar operation by removing and jumping over 
the hystersis cards. The calculations in column two reflect the expected 
percentages with this modification. 

ARAP Observational Reliability 
Table 2 
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Several suggestions were made: 

I. Instruction Manual 

Billings, Montana, and NSSFC commented that the instruction manual 
should b~ improved. "The ARAP System should have two distinct hand
books, an operator's guide, and a user's guide. Time after time users 
and o'perators were thoroughly confused using NOAA Technical 
Memorandum NWS WR-167 (ARAP User's Guide)". In response to this 
suggestion, the User's Guide will be changed to separate the operator's 
and user's section. In addition, a separate guide to commands and 
procedures, "POCKET GUIDE TO ARAP COMMANDS AND 
PROCEDURES", has been developed. 

2. Time/Date Group Relocation 

Great Fails commented on the date/time group: " ••• date and time group 
was hard to read; i.e., numbers too small ••• date and time qroup should 
be irl a lower corner." The current legend contains not only the date/ 
time group, but also the legend value equivilent. The date/time in 
future revisions will be In the lower left corner in larqe print. The 
remainder of the legend wi II remain in the upper left corner. 

3. DVIP Intensities/Precipitation Accumulations 

The accuracy of the data was discussed by Billings: " ••• precipitation 
accumulation charts overestimated the amounts of precipitation that 
were received by reporting stations." ARAP uses the Marshall-Palmer 
ZR law to calculate precipitation rate and derive precipitation 
accumulation. Without any method of ground-truth in this test, 
accumulation values could have been off by a large amount. Some of 
the precipitation events consisted of snow and the ZR law doesn't apply 
for this case. Ground-truth is necessary, especially in dry climates, to 
more accurately calculate precipitation accumulation. 

4. Clarity of Products 

Only NSSFC had negative comments about the clarity of products. "At 
the I: I zoom setting, the digital values overlapped and were unread
able ••• horizontal lines also partially obscured the numbers ••• ". NSSFC 
was also concerned about overwhelming the AFOS ROC circuits. Their 
comments are somewhat conflicting. In previous versions of ARAP 
software the alphanumeric digits "I" through "9" were used. In the 
current version, horizontal lines are used for intensity one, and digits 
for values two through nine. This has resulted in a graphic size re
duction of 60%. The present configuration optimizes the graphic size 
and the amount of data presented. The graphic (on a I: I zoom setting) 
provides an image with shading that closely resembles the radar 
screen. When the graphic is· zoomed the numbers become leaible and 
the actual data value can be determined. NSSFC also commented that 
"reduction in the plotting density ..• possibly at all (zoom) settinas .•• " 
would decrease the ROC loading. This is true; however, to do so would 
decrease the effectiveness of the ARAP system for small-scale pattern 
recognization. There are plans to reduce ROC loading by storing the 
ARAP data either locally or sending it only to surrounding sites. 
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VIII. Future Plans for ARAP 

ARAP is currently (December, 1981) undergoing software modifications. 
Version 1.04 is expected to be ready for testing in January, 1982. It will contain 
the following improvements or changes: 

A. Revised ARAP User's Guide including more detailed sections on: 
I . Remote access to ARAP data 
2. Error code explanations 

B. Pocket Guide of ARAP Commands and Procedures. 
C. Status printout on the hour if in standby mode. 
D. Ability to specify the number of versions to archive of each product. If 

properly set, it could eliminate the need to change the archive floppy 
every twelve hours. The archive disk could then conceivably contain 
several weeks of data. 

E. Antenna controller calibration value changable by field personnel. in 
Version 1.03 the software had to be changed to perform a calibration. 

F. Specifiable device for main and auxilary archive. Currently the floppy 
is the main archive device (DP4) and the Winchester disk is the auxilary 
archive (ARC). This software chanqe would permit other devices to 
act as archive. 

In January, 1982, Version 1.04 will be ready for testing. Three sites, Las 
Vegas, Phoenix, and Portland, have been chosen for this multi-purpose test. The 
following items will be investigated: 

A. Long-term stability - Is the software stahle enough to be used 
operationally regardless of meteorological conditions? 

R. IJocumentation - Is the documentation for the following cataaories 
adequate for operational use: - . 
I. ARAP User's Guide 
2. Quick Reference Guide 
3. Hardware Schematics 
4. Software Block Diagrams and Coding 

C. Versatility- Can the software be tailored to any site with different 
requirements? 

D. Other Agencies- Can other agencies use the data? Non-AFOS sites 
can access the data using the remote terminal ports. 

E. Integrating Other Programs - Can other programs such as Teletext, 
rain-gage networks, front-end processors, be integrated into the ARAP 
system? 

F. Development of Interface 8oard to Connect ARAP to the Radar Serial 
Data Distribution Equipment. This will enable the ARAP system to he 
connected to local warning radars, network radars, and ARTCC radars. 

The three site's ARAP systems will be hrought uo a month apart. With 
three sites participatinq in this test, and various people evaluatinq the system, the 
suggestions and followina improvements should produce an operational system that 
meets the radar data requirements of many meteorologists. At the end of this 
test a formal request will be made to NWSH to allow ARAP to become a 
recognized, operational meteorological tool. 
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Date 

To 

From 

Subject: 

November 16, 1981 

WF~'i3, \--iRH, Hark Hathewson 

'.-ivi/. 1&/u>-
Bert L. rlelson, MIC 

ARAP Test Report 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 
Rm. 212, Admin. Bldg. 
Logan Illternntioaal Airport 
Billincs, l·1T 59101 

Reply to Attn. of: HIC 
F~J.'S .'585-6335 

A. General: The ARAP Nova/~ Com:;uter Software worked very 1:1ell 
durj ng the test -:'")eriod. Only one hardware .~>roblem was ~r,countered. 
The AFCS r1roducts generated by AitAF were ti::1ely and of ;.:;ood quality. 

1. DVL" Intensities: The f~cho In tcns:i. t~: Har;s were very uE;e:f1l] • 

i::clto Intensity Haps were used by the BilLlnes il.igLt ,;e.::·vice Station 
to brief IJilots. In rain and snow s.: tuatjons the DVL· 1"evel ? area 
was s1 ightly b.rger on Ue Z:cl~o lnt:,'nsi ty Ba1l than on tl:e '.iS:i-74C 
Radar Scope. · 

2. l:reciTd. ta ti.on AccumulaL .. or1s: I3oth the one k:~.1r and 2L !wur· 
llrecir1i Latic·n accumulation charts overest"i.ma ted th" amounts of 
~orccipi tat ion th2. t were received by re;r;orb.ng stn tions. In dry 
climates the 'recipitatj.on accumul;-;tion rates m<l .. Y ~L!1Ve to be 
drastically reduced for DVIi' Levels 1 and ;~ or corre1H teJ to tLe 
available reci;jitable water. 

3o l:;cho Tops Hars: Echo tops ma::)s were of a limited value due to 
the time period of the test.· Duri.ng the July-Augu.st lC)Bl A?..AP 
run the tops maps vJCre very useful \vi th thunder.::; term act.~ vi ty. 
Dur:Lng the September-October test the echo top.s maps were subject 
to the lirni tnt ions of the :;~~~~-74C in detecting actual tops. 
Due to the minimum descernable sic_~nal of the r<'l.dar, the r:::tdar 
echo tops are generally quite unrelic;,ble dur · nt; the cooler mm:th<3 
of the year. 

4. Overall the AHAP system })erfcrmcd very well. ':'Le softvmre 
load for t:t-":is test Y:eriod nerformed much bette::r t!Jan the 
software load durinp: the July-Aw~ust test run. 

B. Im;;act on station o;:erations. 
1. The ARAP Bystem hnd a minimum i:.m0.ct on rnutine stoti<-·n duties 
and the o:neration of the radar. 
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2. Too much equipment was located in the.Radar Room (WSR-74C radar console, 
two ~N~ consoles and the NOVA4/X Computer). Room temperatl~es ranged 
from 80 to 85 degrees. In future tests the NOVA4/X Computer should be 
located in an adjacent room with a remote control panel in the Radar 
Room. 

c. Specific Recommendations: 
1. The ARAP System is a good means of providing radar data on ,\l<,OS in 
graphic form. 

2. The ARAP System should have two distinct handbooks, an operators guide 
and a users guide. Time after time users and operators were thoroughly 
confused using NOAA Technical Memorandum N;·iS \v'R-167. 

3. During the start (first week) of the test an ARAP ex;)ert should be 
available to provide guidance and solutions to the operators and the 
users. 

cc : HIC 'rJSFO GTF 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 

WSFO, GJr..ea:t Fa.f.£6 .• M T 

Nove.mbe.Jr.. 3, 1981 

TO: 

FROM: 

V{.Jr..e.c.:toJr.., We.fde.tr.n Reg{.on 
WSRO, Saf.;t Lake C~y, UT 
ATTN: WFW3 ... ,· ,. 

Vavid E. O.f_{J eJ1 ;:;., · //~- '~>!.' '. · 
Mete.of1.o.fog..L5t ,i_n Cha.tr.ge 

SUBJECT: BJ. . .t.fi.ng{> ARAP Te.6:t 

Unt)oJr...tu.na:te.ly, du.!Ung :the. ARAP :te.l.):t, mo-6:t ofl :the c.onve.d-i.ve. aw.vi:ty WM 
on :the. wane.. Neve.Jr...the . .f.e.M, Ftr.ank M..e.Uyka, Aile.t. Intetr.n, had :the.!.J e. c.omme.n:t!.J 
wh.ic.h {)peak flo Jr.. a.e.e o t) U6: 

"I U6 e.d the. tr.a.da.tr. int)oJtma.:tJ..on flnom B.<.£..U.ngl.) mainly to 6 ee. whe.ne :the. e.c.hoe.{> 
we.Jr..e. .toc.a.:te.d wah f1.e.6pe.c.:t :to .the BI L a.i.JtpOfL.t. Be.floJr..e ARAP, I woul.d have 
:to c.ail BIL whic.h WM time c.oYL6 um.i.ng {jon. bo:th my,!J e..t{j and the. pe.Mon in BI L 
The. Jr..a.dcVL piau Me e.M y :to Jr..e.a.d and :th.e ch.M.t-6 we.Jr..e. updated a:t. a good {)Jr..eq ue >1c.y. 

I have :two rrU.nof1. c.omp.f_a.,{_n:t-6. The {Ji!t6:t .i.o :that :the. da.:te. and :t{.me gnoup wa.6 
ha.tr.d :to Jr..ead.: Le.., numbetr..6 :too {>malL The 6e.c.ond c.omptain:t ,{_,6 .tfta:t .the. date. 
and time gnoup l.lhoul_d be. ,i_n a. .eawef1. c.otr.nef1.." 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic arid Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 

October 28, 1981 

TO: National Weather Service 
P. 0. Box 11188, Federal Building 
Salt Lake City, UT 84147 
Attn: Mark Mathewson, SSD, WFW3 

. :. ,~-- J--
11. 1 • '· ,.- ~ • • .. ' ' .. 

FROM: Donald E. Stoltz, MIC/AM, WSFO, Bismarck, NO 

SUBJECT: ARAP (AFOS Radar Processor) Test at Billings, MT 

During the test the following graphics were available on a real time 
basis: 

Background 

B21 County Area 

Data 

T20 Echo intensity 
T21 Area coverage calculations 
T22 1 Hour Precip. accumulation map 
T23 24 Hour Precip. accumulation map 
T24 Echo height map 
T25 Vert. Int. liquid water content 

The test period was void of significant convective precipitation events and 
there were no warning situations. However, -this did not distract from the 
tremendous potential this system has. Our antiquated SO system is too time 
consuming and provides limited data, even for network radars, and almost 
completely prohibits the distribution of radar data from local warning radars. 
The ARAP system could be the answer to these problems. 

This office found the data very useful, timely and the graphics were 
clear and accurate. The presentations would be extremely helpful during 
warning situations, reviewing storm paths and locating areas of heavy rains 
for hydrologic purposes. 

I would like to see the ARAP program tested in an area that has more 
frequent and intense convective precipitation events such as North Dakota, 
and I would volunteer the NWS facility at Bismarck for that test. 

I believe the National Weather Service should totally commit itself to 
a program such as ARAP. We can no longer afford the man hours needed to 
code up SO reports. The time saved could be better spent in the detection 
of severe storms through more detailed analysis of radar data and distribution 
of the information to the public. 

cc: WFC 
WFC41 
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October 26, 1981 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMME~CE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 

~0: Director, Central Region 
Attn; WFC41 

FROM; MIC WSO Williston, ND 
. I 

SUBJECT: ARAPS test (September 28-october 23) 

During the period of the test the followir~ graphics were available on 
a real time basis: 

B21 
B22 
B23 
B24 

Background 
county area 
airways 
radial distance 
MDR ,rr,:r:id 

Data 
T20 echo intensity 
~21 area coverage calculations 
T22 a 1 hour precip. accumulation map 
723 a 24 hour precip. accumulation map 
T24 echo height map 
~25 vert. int. liquid water content. 

The loop and animate programs were not available here. 

During the test period there were no warning situations. 

During the test period the data presentation was very useful, giving 
radar information previously not available. The graphics were easy to \ 
read and on a real time basis. The data was used for pilot briefing ( L ~ p·'-'f··:··'f) 
and for local forcasting. 

The reliability was good with only one major outage. 

It appears to be a excellant system to utilize remote data from ~SR 74C 
radars and AFOS . 

cc: WSFO Bismarck, ND 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceani,:: and Atmospheric Administration 
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Richard A. Ken 
NSSFC, AFOS FP 

Room 1728 Federal Building 
601 E. 12th Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

November 2, 1981 

(WFC41) 

SUBJECT: BIL ARAP Test Sept 28 through Oct 23, 1981 

Delay in starting the test, and non-conformity of AFOS product head
ers with those specified in the ARAP instruction manual hindered evalua
tion of this office of the BIL products during periods of severe or 
heavy thunderstorm activity, so we are unable to provide a detailed eval
uation of the ARAP AFOS graphics. 

At the 1:1 zoom setting, the digital values overlapped and were un
readable, requiring use of a higher zoom .setting, and thus the loss of · 
a portion of the display, usually including the legends. Some people 
raised the question of how many of these radar charts it would take an 
hour to completely overwhelm the ROC, if the program was expanded to ad
ditional WSR74C stations. Thus a reduction in.the plotting density would 
appear to be desirable, at least at the lower zoom settings, and possibly 
at all settings to reduce RDC loading. The horizontal lines also partial
ly obscured the numbers at 4:1 zoom setting, and probably should be 
eliminated. 

The areal coverage calculations were not useful in this office. Evalua
tion of the 24-hr precipitation chart was not done, due to invalid data: dur
ing the early part of the test when precipitation was in the area. 

A better evaluation by this office would require episodes of heavy 
thunderstorm activity, which would have been more likely in the summer. 
The system does have potential, if it does not overwhelm the capabilities 
of the ROC to func.tion satisfactorily. 

The manual should have a separate part for remote AFOS with the spe
cific AFOS headers to be used plainly stated. Changes in test dates and 
AFOS products should be sent the field users well ahead of such changes . 
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